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Abstract  
Communication platforms have struggled to provide effective tools for people facing harassment online. Rather than relying on platforms, we consider how harassment recipients can harness their personal community for support. We present Squadbox, a tool to help recipients of email harassment coordinate a “squad” of friend moderators to shield and support them during attacks. Moderators intercept email from strangers and can reject, organize, and redirect emails as well as collaborate on filters. Harassment recipients can highly customize the tool, choosing what messages go through, how moderators should handle particular messages, and if and how they receive rejected messages.
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Introduction  
According to a recent report by the Pew Research Center [3], nearly half of internet users in the United States have experienced some form of online harassment or abuse.
Unfortunately, solutions for combating online harassment have not kept pace. Common solutions such as user blocking and word-based filters are blunt tools that cannot cover many forms of harassment, are labor-intensive for people suffering large-scale attacks, and can be circumvented by determined harassers. Even so, platforms have been criticized for their slow implementation of said features.

Researchers have built machine learning models to detect harassment [2, 6], but caution that such models should be used in tandem with human moderators, due to inaccuracy and bias. Given the inability of wholly automated systems to solve harassment, many recipients turn to friends [5] and community-based anti-harassment tools. These tools include Heartmob [1], which provides a volunteer support network, and collaborative blocklist tools like BlockTogether [4].

Building on this work, we present Squadbox [5], a tool that allows users to coordinate a “squad” of trusted individuals to moderate messages when they are under attack. Using our tool, the “owner” of a squad can automatically forward potentially harassing content to a moderation pipeline. When a message arrives, a moderator makes an assessment, adding annotations and rationale as needed. The message is then handled in a manner according to the owner’s preference, such as having it delivered with a label, filed away, or discarded. Rather than making decisions for users about how exactly to use the tool, we designed it to be highly customizable to different possible owner–moderator relationships and usage patterns. At the same time, we aim to scaffold the owner and moderator actions so they can be performed more easily than current jerry-rigged approaches. Our initial implementation targets email, as email is particularly weak on anti-harassment tools and has a standard, powerful API. The system can be extended to any platform with a suitable API, and we plan to do so.

Squadbox: A Friendsourced Moderation Tool

We describe Squadbox user scenarios for the workflows shown in Figure 3, followed by features and implementation.

**User Scenarios**

**Flow A: Squadbox as a public contact address.** Adam is a journalist, harassed on Twitter about his articles. He wants a publicly-listed email address to receive tips from strangers, but is hesitant, fearing harassment. Adam creates a Squadbox address, adam@squadbox.org. He enlists two coworkers to be moderators because they know him and his work well. Adam uses adam@squadbox.org as a public email address. Any email sent there goes through his squad first. Now he can open himself up to the public without risking further harassment.

**Flow B: Squadbox with an existing email account.** Eve is a professor. She has a publicly-listed email address through the university. Her research has been the subject of controversy, so she sometimes receives bursts of harassing emails. She wants to (and must) keep using this account for her work, but can’t communicate with her collaborators when she’s under attack. Eve sets up a squad and asks her spouse and a friend to serve as moderators. She sets up a whitelist and filters so that only strangers’ emails go to Squadbox. She can turn on Squadbox when she starts getting harassment, but then turn it off when it dies down.

A second scenario for Flow B involves Julie, dealing with harassment from an ex-significant other. She can’t simply block this person, because they need to coordinate the care of their child. Julie creates a squad of one close friend and sets up a filter to forward emails from her harasser to her squad. Her moderator separates out and returns information about coordination, while redacting harassing content.

1http://squadbox.org/
Figure 3: Diagram of the flow of emails through Squadbox, including Flow A, which allows users to have a public moderated account, and Flow B, which allows users to get their current account moderated. From there, various settings define whether emails get moderated and where they go.

Features for Giving Owners Customization Capabilities
Messages can have tags applied to them to give information to the intended recipient without requiring them to view the message. Rejected messages automatically have the “rejected” tag applied; the moderation interface allows adding more tags indicating common reasons why a message might be rejected, such as “insult” or “profanity”. Owners can choose whether they want rejected messages delivered to their inbox with tags in the subject line, which enables them to add filters in their mail client customizing where those messages go. They can also have rejected messages stored on the Squadbox website, where they can be grouped and sorted by tag.

As owners differ on definitions of harassment and desired moderator actions, they give custom instructions via a freeform text box. As owners might want to know moderators’ rationale for rejecting particular messages, moderators can provide an explanation for their decision or a summary, to be shown to the owner along with the message.

Features for Reducing Moderator Load and Increasing Privacy
Squadbox supports filtering by sender whitelists and blacklists, meaning emails from specified senders will be automatically approved or rejected, respectively. Such filters partially alleviate concerns about slow moderation turnaround time, and give owners more control over what their moderators see. There is significant room to expand this by allowing owners to choose a specific behavior—approve, reject, or hold for moderation—for each message based on its content, sender’s email domain, etc.

Owners can set Squadbox to automatically approve replies to threads where the initial post is approved, with the ability to opt back in to moderation as needed. This provides fine-grained control over what moderators see, reduces the number of messages to review, and makes extended conversations less hindered by delays.

To better accommodate fluctuating volumes of harassment, owners can deactivate their squad so that all messages are auto-approved. When the squad is reactivated, previously defined settings and filters take effect.

Features for Reducing Secondary Trauma to Moderators
To prevent disruption, we give moderators control over viewing harassment, only showing them messages when they choose to visit the website. When a message arrives we notify the least recently notified moderator, and only if they haven’t been notified in at least 24 hours. This makes it easier for moderators to step back and limit their work.

We plan to enable moderators to temporarily take a break from the system, and to set hard limits on moderation time/volume. We also plan to provide training and support resources.
Features for Giving Moderators Context and Information
We show the entire thread of messages to a moderator to provide context. We plan to expand this by matching particular senders to particular moderators, or by allowing moderators to quickly review past moderated messages from a sender. As shown in Figure 2, we display whether the message passes sender verification via SPF and DKIM checking, which cryptographically detect spoofing—senders pretending to be other senders. We also show machine-generated scores of messages’ likelihood of being harassment, generated by the Perspective API².

System Implementation
Squadbox is a Django web application. Data is stored in MySQL, and attachments in Amazon S3. It interfaces with a Postfix SMTP server using the Python Lamson library. Flow A works just like a moderated mailing list with one member. Flow B requires an extra step—we must first remove the message from the owner’s inbox, and then potentially put it back. To accomplish this, the owner sets filters on their email client to forward unmoderated messages to Squadbox and to keep already-moderated messages. For Gmail users, we leverage the API to generate whitelist suggestions, as in Figure 4, and to programmatically create filters.

Demo Goals and Conclusion
Our goal in demonstrating Squadbox is to receive feedback on current and planned features. We’ll have interactive demos of the moderation interface and Perspective API, showing attendees how the system works and how AI techniques can assist, but not replace, human moderators. We are actively working to get Squadbox ready for a public release, and hope that demoing will help us find potential users of the system and contributors to the project.
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